PONVIDYASHRAM GROUP OF SCHOOLS
PERIODIC TEST – I – 2017-18
THIRD STANDARD PT1
EVS WORKSHEET
PARTS OF A PLANT
i] Fill in the blanks
1. The development of a seed into a seedling is called---------------------2. Potato is the----------- portion of the plant.
3. --------------- help in the exchange of gases.
4. --------------- is called the back bone of the plant.
5. Hard and woody part of the tree is called ---------6. creepers have --------------------- stem.
7. The part of the plant that grows above the soil is called -------------------8. Leaves appear green in color because of the presence of ------------------9. A seed has a baby plant called -------------10. Mango has ------------------seed inside them.
Ii Differentiate
ROOT
STEM
iiI C hange the underlined words to make the sentences correct.Rewrite the
sentences in the space provided.
1. 1]--Stem- grows below the ground
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. 2] Taproot has bunch of thin roots growing out in all directions from the
end of the stem.
---------------

Iv Match the leaves with the plants

papaya

neem

banana

coconut

Vi Answer the following
1]Why is leaf called the kitchen of the plant?
2]Name two stems we eat
3]Define photosynthesis

PONVIDYASHRAM GROUP OF SCHOOLS
PERIODIC TEST – I – 2017-18
THIRD STANDARD PT1
EVS WORKSHEET ii
THIRD STD
CONTINENTS AND OCEANS
PT1
i Fill in the blanks
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Comparatively smaller areas of water are called --------------------------A book of maps is called ---------------------------------------------------- is used to find directions.
A very large landmass is called a -------------------------------- is the largest ocean.

Ii C HOOSE THE CORRECT WORDS TO FILL IN THE BLANKS
1]The large area of land on the earths surface are known as -------------a]continents b]oceans c]seas d] coasts

2]---------------- is the smallest continent
a] A sia b]Australia c]Europe d]North America
3]Continents are further divided into smaller parts called -----------------a]city b]sea c]hill d]countries
4] there are seven -------------------- in the world.
a]continents b]oceans c]seas d]coasts
5]--------------------- are smaller bodies of water on the earths surface.
a]oceans b]seas c]dam d]river
III Differentiate
map

atlas

Iv A nswer the following questions
1] How many oceans are there in the world?
2]Which continent is India a part of?
3]Draw a compass and describe it?

